Damp and mould can make your home feel like an
unpleasant place to be. Sometimes, the problem
is serious and can only be resolved by calling in a
professional, More often though, it is caused by
condensation which is something YOU can tackle
or prevent with some simple changes.

When to call us in

Ways to contact us

	Sometimes, mould and damp is
caused by a more serious problem,
such as:

Call us on: 033 0678 0277
E-mail: mearsliving@mearsgroup.co.uk

	Leaks – from pipes, windows roofs
or guttering for example
	Moisture penetrating walls
	Rising damp
	If you suspect this is the case in
your home, let us know so we can
arrange to fix it.

Visit: www.mearsliving.co.uk/contact
Write to us at:
Mears Housing Management Ltd.
Innova House, Innova Park,
4 Kinetic Crescent, Enfield EN3 7XH.

How to prevent
damp and mould in
your home

What is
condensation?
Condensation is water droplets that
form when warm, moist air in your
home comes into contact with a
colder surface, like windows,
mirrors, external walls, or pipes.
Condensation is common in all
homes; we create warm, moist air
with everyday activities like
showering and cooking.
If left, condensation can lead to
mould appearing, which can look
unpleasant and can damage clothes
and furniture.

	
You

can prevent
condensation in your
home by:
Keeping

your home
well ventilated
Keeping

your home
reasonably warm
Reducing

the moisture
you produce

Top tips for preven
2. In the kitchen
Use lids on saucepans and turn the
heat down once the contents
are boiling.

1. Keeping your
home warm
Make sure your home is kept
reasonably warm. Set your
thermostat to between 18˚C - 21˚C.
Keeping your heating ticking over
on low (but now below 18˚C) all
day in cold weather could save
you money and will help to control
condensation.
In rooms you don’t use, don’t turn
the heating off. Use the thermostatic
radiator valves (TRVs) to keep them
running at a lower temperature.
Do not use bottled gas or paraffin
heaters in your home. They produce
a lot of water vapour when the fuel
is burned.

Did you know?
If you can’t afford to heat your
home, you may be entitled to grants
or other support. Contact Citizens
Advice to find our more.

Keep the door closed to other rooms
when cooking on the hob. Open
the window or use an extractor fan
if you have one.

3. In the bathroom
Reduce steam when running the
bath by running cold water first and
topping up with warm water.
Close the bathroom door and open
a window when showering. Use the
extractor fan if you have one.

nting condensation:
5. Improving air
circulation
Open windows regularly and for
a decent amount of time.
Keep trickle vents on windows open.

4. Doing the Laundry
Hang wet washing outside whenever
you can. If you dry clothes inside,
dry in a room with the window ajar
and the door closed.

Keep your curtains open during
the day.
Avoid putting furniture against
external walls

If you use a tumble dryer, make sure
it is vented to the outside.
Don’t overfill cupboards and
wardrobes as this prevents air from
circulating.

How to clear
condensation and
mould
To avoid mould forming, wipe down
surfaces when condensation appears.
If mould appears, there are lots of
cleaning products available to clear
it. This usually involves spraying a
bleach-based solution onto the
affected area, leaving for a short
time and then wiping clean. Always
follow the safety instructions when
using cleaning products.

